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Small Barrages;
 Heavenly Red                                                                                            £5.00

7 Shots from this great value cake. Silver blinking tails, red crosettes then a 
silver strobe finale. 20 Seconds

Blue Diamond                                                                  £8.00

15 shots of blue comets changing to big brocade crown bursts offering great 
value for a duration of 20 seconds.

 Afterglow                                                        £9.00

 Dazzling displays of red, green, purple and yellow palms. Very pretty, for a 
duration of 25 seconds.

     Astronomy Domine                                                                   £9.00

Super crisp colours with this powerpack of a firework. Red peony bursts 
followed by silver strobes on to crackling green strobes. Nice variety, for a 
duration of 25 seconds.

 

   

  Planets Selection                                                      £11.00 Each

 Four different 16 shot cakes available with effects including colours, 
stars and fish, each lasting 30 seconds

 

 Golden Festival                                                                 £12.00

 100 shots of crackling gold tails exploding into gold bouquet bursts 
at the top of their flight. Excellent value cake with a duration of 50 
seconds, and one of our best sellers.
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http://youtu.be/nBjGnZho-7s
http://youtu.be/LrBfqP91PoM
http://youtu.be/9EefMXaOhiI
http://youtu.be/9WmarWoJSVM
http://youtu.be/J0qJ64ufhFQ
http://youtu.be/1q9kumx0k2U
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3 Stage Whistling                                                                          £12.00

Excellent high pitched screeching and whistling noises from this new 16 
shot barrage. Very different effects for a duration of 20 seconds. 

 Bird of Prey                                                                £15.00

25  shots  of  crackling  dragon  tails  changing  to  multi  colour  huge 
bouquets  with  a  quickened  rapid-fire  finale  of  10  shots.  Sensational 
effects for a duration 45 seconds.

 

 

 Knock Out                                                                 £15.00

25  large  shots  of  red,  green,  white  and  blue  with  crackling  mines 
changing to crackling bouquets above. Stunning effects for a duration 
of 30 seconds. 

  

Moonstomp                                                                   £15.00

Stunning orange with blue peonies and crackles, for a duration of 30 
seconds.

 

  Cyber Space                                                                     £15.00

This 102 shot cake is a great performer that starts with red and green 
mines changing to blue tails with reports and finishes with 30 shots in a 
simultaneous finale. Great value for 40 seconds.

 Wave Willow                                                                                    £15.00

 A 19 shot cake so powerful it has to be kept in a cage! One of Aurora's 
first Pyromesh ground barrages. Large calibre shot create massive willow 
tree effects in the sky.
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http://www.aurorafireworks.co.uk/
http://youtu.be/_RplKVQj5Zs
http://youtu.be/ym-tN8fPSZE
http://youtu.be/xS1_tez02rU
http://youtu.be/DP4G8oSqaok
http://youtu.be/8worp0Y1yAA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vz-e9tfwSGM&feature=vmdshb
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Snakeman and Vertigo                                                   £15.00 Each

 Vertigo: Shot after shot of golden palm with coloured tips fill the sky with 
impressive big bursts. Snakeman: Red tails to sea blue with red strobes to 
green to gold to white strobes to crackling flowers finale. Duration of 30 
seconds each.

   

  

The Mighty Whoosh                                                                          £16.00     

200 shots of red to blue stars followed by red to green stars and a flurry 
of crackles make this barrage great value for money.

 

  Acid Rain                                                                                            £17.00

Big gold willow bursts to multi-coloured stars. This barrage fills the sky 
with an impressive spread and long hang for a duration of 30 seconds.

 

 

Angel Dust                                                                                          £17.00

Heavenly red and gold glitter tails to crisp lemon zest coloured peonies. An 
unusual and eye-catching colour for a duration of 25 seconds.

 

Revolution                                                                 £17.00

16 large bore shots of silver spinning typhoon effects with three different 
howling whistles for a duration of 40 seconds.

 

Treasure Trove                                                                £18.00

36 shot cake starting with silver flying fish to blue stars, then whistling tail 
to report, green glitter with purple stars, time rain and a quickened finale 
of crackling willow. Good variety for a duration of 30 seconds.
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http://youtu.be/WDO24HnzX0Q
http://youtu.be/LnUBzCwTxC0
http://youtu.be/2IR3Tnf1rr8
http://youtu.be/H3np2bNiBF8
http://youtu.be/cWD23pAJdOA
http://youtu.be/xYpJO2zBoi0
http://youtu.be/wX3BEBKoFHc
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                            Mantronix                                                                             £20.00

 324 shots of whistle and crackles up to 45 feet. A very busy cake with 
lots of activity for 60 seconds.

                         Super 4 Cake Assortment                                         £20.00 Each
 

Four 13 shot 30mm bore cakes available at £20 each ranging from gold 
willow to crackling blink to multi-coloured peony to coloured willow. Stunning 
effects for a duration of 20 seconds each cake.

Blinking Delight                                                                 £22.00

64 shots of bright blinking tails changing to multi-colour bursts at 65 feet for 
a duration of 60 seconds. Good effects with low noise.

 Night Tracer                                                                                    £22.00

 A single ignition zigzagging show of red, green, blue, white, yellow and 
purple stars. 105 shots in 10 seconds! Outstanding! Low Noise.

Vanquish                                                                                          £25.00

An  unusual  barrage  that  starts  with  a  rapid  fire  left  to  right  burst  of 
whistling multi colour falling leaves effect changing to red comet tails with 
red peony bursts and finishing with gold comet tails to big willow breaks 
above. A great variety of effects for a duration of 35 seconds.        

                          Whistling Night                                                          £27.50

 Great effects from this new barrage with 36 shots of 3 stage whistling noises 
creating excellent ghost like effects and high pitched screeches shimmering 
into the sky for a duration of 30 seconds.

                         Hurricane Blitz                                                                                   £30.00

 Great  noise  and  effects  from  this  new  50  shot  barrage.  Starting  with 
crackling tails to red and crackling bursts exploding above, then crackling 
tails to green stars and crackling tails with blue bouquets finishing with a 
quickened finale of 5 shots. Duration of 35 seconds.

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://www.aurorafireworks.co.uk/
http://youtu.be/3-Hup0Ovsy0
http://youtu.be/dVOECXxLzT4
http://youtu.be/HF4bj32X39k
http://youtu.be/FPpoRY7qyUQ
http://youtu.be/41a_-th9_Xc
http://youtu.be/OAwLCAvhDJk
http://youtu.be/-bR8SxqhNiE
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Medium Barrages;
 Silver Spiders                                                                                    £32.00

Excellent new barrage with 50 shots of silver whistling and crackling tails 
to silver bouquet bursts above with the last row volley firing together to 
create a spectacular finale. Duration 30 seconds. 

                            Baptism of Fire                                                                            £35.00

30 big bore shots of red tails to gold willow with red tips,green tails to gold 
willow with green tips,blue tails to gold willow with blue tips,crackling tails 
to gold willow with crackling tips and a 6 shot finale. Stunning effects that 
fill the sky for nearly 1 minute.

 

                        

Sex Bomb                                                                          £35.00

Great mix of effects with coloured stars to coloured strobes and peonies, 
fish, whistles and coconuts. Busy finale and a duration of 50 seconds.

 

  Apollo Blast                                                                                        £35.00

Stunning barrage with 19 large bore shots starting with a red mine and 
then a huge thick silver tiger tail soaring up into the night sky creating the 
effect of an Apollo rocket launch with every shot. Duration 25 seconds.

Titans Clash                                                                                        £37.00

50  shots  of  alternating  crackling  tails  to  colour  crackling  stars,  then 
changing to coloured mines to coloured waves and bangs, then to silver 
spinners and crackling stars with a 5 shot finale burst. Great noise and mix 
of effects from this new barrage lasting 35 seconds.

Rainbow Cascade                                                                       £38.00

Vivid colours from this 180 shot barrage snaking from left to right in a Z 
firing formation creating a canopy of colours from red, green, blue, white, 
yellow and purple stars. Low noise for a duration of 30 seconds.

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://youtu.be/zo92OWwYD9M
http://youtu.be/x7d8fT0Bhp0
http://youtu.be/rY80NqI5zvg
http://youtu.be/FQM40nqDli4
http://youtu.be/P5kev5QKXu4
http://youtu.be/ofZZxzMFK2o
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Falling Leaves                                                                                  £40.00

This 49 shot angle barrage fires from left to right and back again with a 
mixture of vivid red, blue and green clusters of falling leaves that hang 
and gently glide down, mixed with whistles and culminating in a volley fire 
of 7 shots in the finale. Superb effects for 25 seconds.

                            Blazing Storm                                                  £40.00

Stunning multi-coloured mines to large colour bouquets above mixed in 
with thunderous bangs from this new 50 shot angle cake. With a volley 
fire of 5 shots at a time filling the sky for a duration of 30 seconds.

 

 Kamikaze Kamuru                                                                             £40.00

 30 large bore shots creating a huge canopy of kamuru effects with big gold 
umbrella bursts interspersed with red, green and blue pearls and a double 
effect quickened finale. Stunning effects for a duration of 40 seconds.

  

Purple Rain                                                                                         £40.00

Stunning large bore shots of pretty and vivid purple and green dahlias with 
strobe and a double effect quickened finale. Beautiful effects for a duration of 
40 seconds.

                       Blue Ice Burning                                                                                   £42.00

 Amazing new blue effects from this barrage fired in pairs starting with blue 
tail  to ocean blue, changing to blue tail  to blue sky, then blue tail  to blue 
dahlia and blue tail to blue tipped willow with a finale of 4 shots of blue tail to  
chrysanthemum with blue pistil, for a duration of 40 beautiful blue seconds.

 

Pyrobox Collection (3)                             £30.00 Each £80.00 Case

This triple pack offers 3 large bore 19 shot  barrages with huge 
bursts and excellent noise giving a professional display. The first 
barrage has green blink tails with yellow coconut and cauliflower 
bursts above. Barrage No2 starts with crackling tails with crackling 
willow and blue comets bursting high overhead. Barrage No3 has 
crackling floss tails changing to crackling floss willows with sky blue 
dahlia effects. Each barrage lasts 30 seconds and has a rapid fire 
finale. Due to the transport regulations these heavyweight products 
which contain more explosive powder weight,  come in their own 
mesh cage as a triple pack offering great value for money.

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://www.aurorafireworks.co.uk/
http://youtu.be/dGSfi67ur0U
http://youtu.be/i9xNSqONJg0
http://youtu.be/vhrJR37GAM0
http://youtu.be/gxh1u7m5_gg
http://youtu.be/zTjMENodVm4
http://youtu.be/Ep7ORPfVAPc
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Brocade Pine                                                     £45.00 Each £70 Case

This finale firework twin pack offers unbelievable big bursts and noise 
filling the sky with huge tentacles of golden streaks for a jaw dropping 
15 seconds from each firework, making a stunning finale and great 
value for money.

Large Barrages;

Time Warp                                                              PRICE FREEZE! £45.00

Great effects from this 36 shot large bore cake including alternating shots 
of crackling tails with red crackling stars changing to green bouquets then 
blue with a finale flurry of 12 shots that fill the sky. Duration 60 seconds.

  

Tempest                                                                  PRICE FREEZE! £45.00

36 large bore shots of silver flashing tails to multicoloured bouquets, blue 
stars to gold fish with a 12 shot finale of whistles, crackles, reports and 
silver flashing tails. Great variety of effects for 60 seconds.

 

 Midas Touch                                                PRICE FREEZE! £45.00

36 big bore shots of pure gold from this triangle shaped barrage. Fired in 
volley clusters changing from gold tails to gold fish effects, to crackling tails 
to  gold  willow  breaks  to  gold  blink  burst  and  cauliflower  effects  for  a 
duration of 30 seconds.

 

 

 Quantum Leap                                                                                £55.00

This angled cake fires 49 shots from left to right then back again with 
brilliant golden bouquet mines and crackling ends creating a Z pattern in 
the sky. Stunning effects with low noise for 25 seconds.

 

 

Bees Swarming                                                            £60.00

100 Large shots of  multi  coloured bees spinning  out  of  the  cake and 
zipping into the sky to about 100 feet for a duration of 40 seconds. Great 
entertainment with low noise.

  

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://youtu.be/6M7FBpCpeb0
http://youtu.be/U8jzkJ4kU9A
http://youtu.be/mpxDlktrk1M
http://youtu.be/OESEyBpadAI
http://youtu.be/6qq_nWUrLxk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moAwjQezEOU
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Soaring Eagle                                                                                  £60.00

100 shots of crackling corkscrew tails twisting into the night changing to 
large multi coloured breaks above with quickened finale for a sky filling 
duration of 40 seconds. Great value from this stunning barrage.

 

     Wolf Pack                                                                                          £60.00

100 shot 18mm cake that fires a changing coloured mine with a large 
multi coloured crackling burst above, giving double value to every shot. 
Great pace with a quickened finale from this stunning cake. Duration 40 
seconds.

Stampede                                                                                          £60.00

Sensational  100  glittering  large  bore  white  comet  tailed  shots  with 
whistles changing to white chrysanthemum bursts filling the sky at over 
100 feet. Scored top in our tests. Duration 40 seconds.

 

 Tropical Fish                                                                     £60.00

 49 multi-coloured tails changing into multi-coloured bursts that dart and 
shimmer across the sky. Excellent effects with low noise for the duration 
of 45 seconds.

  

 Prodigy                                                                          £60.00

Great effects for this big barrage include green tail to brocade crown and 
blue bursts and red tail to crackling and blue bursts. Fired in clusters of 
seven shots creating huge bursts in the sky with a finale volley fire of the 
last seven shots fired together. Duration 40 seconds.

 

Sidewinder                                                                  PRICE FREEZE! £60.00  

Large bore shots of red stars to blue, gold willow to blue, green to crackle, 
red to glitter and finishing with a flurry of crackling stars. Good pace for a 
duration of 1 minute.

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573
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http://youtu.be/L40WfHWuB40
http://youtu.be/7oc0E0TH6fg
http://youtu.be/L47dGniy_k4
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http://youtu.be/U5ryfx1WHsI
http://youtu.be/w-lKTlW7aJw
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Clouds of Thunder                                               £40.00 Each £65.00 Case

Noise is back and this time it's bigger and better.  50 awesome flashing 
thunder shots that fire in volleys of 5 at a time with streaking gold tails and 
huge bangs at the top. This barrage is so powerful it will come in its own 
mesh cage for protection. Beware! 30 Seconds

 Vortex Volley                                                                         £65.00
Volley fire of 4 large bore shots of dragon tails to crackling flowers, to red 
palm tress with white glitter, to crackling dragon eggs, finishing with volley 
fire  of  8  huge  green  palms  with  white  glitter  and  whistles.  In  all  64 
stunning shots for a duration 40 seconds.

 

The Gunpowder Plot                                                                            £65.00

100 shot starting with crackling tails to multicolour breaks, then crackling 
mines to crackling bouquets,  changing to red and green tails to silver 
spinners. 10 shot sky filling finale. Duration 70 seconds

 

 

                       Rampage                                                                                              £70.00

A great  mix  and  variety  from this  barrage  starting  with  blue,  green and 
purple mines changing to blue, green and purple comet tails then to large 
brocade bursts. Then to V effect bursts of brocade and blue stars and paired 
firing of crackling tails to purple and lemon stars finishing with Z firing row 
and an angled finale burst of 5 shots of red and silver bouquets. Superb 
effects for a duration of 55 seconds. 

Gigatronix                                                                                       £75.00

1500 shots of whistle and crackles. Erratic, great fun and very busy 
giant cake spreading effects in all directions in the sky and burning for 
60 seconds.

  

Defcon Thunder                                                                                £75.00

196 rapid fire shots creating a Mexican wave effect of whistles, zipping 
from left to right, with a sensational finale of crackling dragon eggs. 
Great pace for a duration of 40 seconds.

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://youtu.be/N81CTjo45h4
http://youtu.be/aAcsGvUsx2M
http://youtu.be/GEBjvM6X_fc
http://youtu.be/1KieN2h7e9U
http://youtu.be/FZDoxcdDkMQ
http://youtu.be/FZmE8dgsfa8
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                                    Gunpowder Plot Angled Cake                                                  £80.00

100  shots,  each  row  of  10  fired  in  a  volley  together  creating 
excellent spread and mix. starting with crackling tails and red stars, 
crackling stars to green bouquet, crackling tail to blue peony, white 
mine to white bouquet, green mine to green bouquet, red mine to 
red bouquet, crackling mine to crackling, green tails to spinner and 
whistles and whistling crackling tail to white bouquet. All this in a 
duration of 30 seconds. Stunning.

 

Flutterby Invasion                                                                          £80.00

Firing  60  slow  rising  blue  tails,  bursting  to  long  lasting  silver
butterflies  which  then  come  to  life  and  spin  up  before  slowly
frittering  downward in  a  mist  of  silver  and blue  stars.  40 shots  one
after  another,  speeding  up  to  the  two  finale  swarms  of  10  shots
each. 30 Seconds

                               Starmine/Burstmine                                      £60.00 Each £90.00 Case

Star Mine offers 36 Sensational big gold mine comet tails with white 
strobe tips  with  huge gold  brocade bursts  with  strobe tips  bursting 
overhead. Changing to crackling silver floss mine burst with silver floss 
streaks bursting overhead and a volley fire finale of 6 shots. Stunning 
effects for 45 seconds.
Blast Mine - 36 big bore shots of crackling mine to dragon egg bursts 
above changing to peony and strobe effects with a volley fire finale of 6 
shots. Great effects for a duration of 45 seconds.

Display in a box;
 2 Minute Spectacular                                            PRICE FREEZE! £80.00

This stunning large bore multi-shot cake fires sequenced rows at over 
100 feet  of  crackling dragons eggs,  gold tail  to  red peony,  gold tail 
toOptimum green peony,  gold  tail  to  blink peony,  gold tail  to  colour 
peony finishing with a thunder finale. An excellent stand alone cake or a 
great addition to any display.

 

Reign of Fire                                                       PRICE FREEZE! £99.00

100 shot version of our best seller Baptism of Fire. This sky filling big big 
bore barrage sends huge willow breaks into the air changing from gold 
willow with red tips, to gold willow with green tips, to gold willow with 
blue tips,to crackling tails to gold willow and crackling tips finishing with 
a ten shot stunning finale for a duration of one minute.

All Products Subject To Change Check In Store For Details Or Call 0800 975 6573

http://www.aurorafireworks.co.uk/
http://youtu.be/YTgDNbFPlOM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZA2Wfl3hMEc
http://youtu.be/SVcKjkOc6IA
http://youtu.be/pNUUYCsTUi4
http://youtu.be/r8ybKuXluxU
http://youtu.be/cqKlS7-ewdY
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 Optimum                                                         PRICE FREEZE! £99.00

Stunning effects from this premium barrage including fish with blue 
pearls,  multi-coloured  peonies,  screeches,  bangs,  crossettes  and 
crackles coupled with a relentless pace and a 10 shot finale flurry to 
leave your audience gasping. Duration 2 minutes. Rated top firework 
on the Gadget Show!

 

3 Minute Spectacular                                    PRICE FREEZE! £99.00

Ideal  for  weddings,  celebrations  or  New Years  Eve.  This  superb 
single ignition barrage offers large bore shots of gold tails to green 
peony, gold tails to colour peony, crackling dragon eggs, gold tail to 
blink peony, gold tail to red peony finishing with salutes and thunder 
at over 100 feet. An excellent stand alone cake or a great addition to 
any display.

 

Outstanding                                              PRICE FREEZE! £99.00

Red, green, white and blue mines changing to silver and yellow comet 
tails  with  red,  blue  and  silver  stars  bursting  above,  topped  with 
whistling spinners and thunders to finish. In a word: "OUTSTANDING". 
Duration nearly 2 minutes.

Roman Myth                                                        PRICE FREEZE! £99.00 

100  large  bore  shots  of  crackling  mines  to  multi  coloured  breaks 
changing to multi coloured mines to coloured bouquet bursts with rapid 
finale of 9 shots. Great pace and effects for a duration of 100 seconds. 
Rated top in our tests and an instant best seller last year.

                              Trojan Myth                                                        PRICE FREEZE! £99.00 

Superb new barrage with a 100 large bore shots of brocade mine to 
brocades  bursts  above  changing  to  gold  glitter  mine  to  gold  glitter 
bursts,  then crackling  mines to  crackling  bursts  above,  mixing  with 
purple  mines and purple  bouquet  bursts.  Rapidly  changing again to 
silver  glitter  mines  to  silver  star  bursts,  then  blue  mines  to  blue 
bouquets finishing with a quickened volley fire of  crackling mines to 
dragon  eggs  bursts  above.  Great  pace,  effects  and  noise  with  a 
stunning finale for 60 seconds make this barrage a winner. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZA2Wfl3hMEc
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